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Key Points:7

• Seasonal forecast models have systematic sea surface temperature and precipita-8

tion errors related to long-standing ENSO simulation errors9

• In eleven operational models, predicted ENSO anomalies typically extend too far10

westward and their maxima decay too slowly in the east11

• These errors develop rapidly, within 1–2 weeks after initialisation, to become more12

dependent upon verification month than upon lead time13
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Abstract14

Climate models exhibit known systematic errors in their representation of the El15

Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO). In this study, we show that such simulation errors16

are largely present in tropical seasonal prediction, even for short lead times. Regressing17

monthly forecast errors from eleven different operational models upon the observed ENSO18

state, we find that predicted ENSO-related sea surface temperature anomalies (of either19

sign) for winter/spring are significantly extended or shifted to the west and are also too20

persistent during the ENSO decay phase, both common climate model errors. There are21

also corresponding precipitation forecast errors, most notably a robust westward shift22

of the ENSO-related precipitation dipole that may impact predictions of extratropical23

teleconnections. These ENSO-related errors develop within days after initialisation re-24

gardless of month, including significant errors appearing in anomalous surface trade winds,25

and saturate so rapidly that they primarily depend upon the seasonal cycle rather than26

lead time.27

Plain Language Summary28

El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO; the slowly varying sea surface temperature29

(SST) anomalies in the tropical Pacific) has an important influence on global climate and30

can provide a valuable source of skill for seasonal tropical and extratropical forecasts.31

However, models contain biases in their simulation of ENSO-related SSTs, including ex-32

tending the SST anomalies associated with ENSO events too far to the west in the trop-33

ical Pacific. We find that these errors develop within days of the forecast start time, are34

much more closely tied to the seasonal cycle than forecast lead time (the length of time35

after the forecast start date), and they seem to develop first in the atmosphere before36

subsequently influencing SST and precipitation errors. As precipitation in the tropics37

is closely tied to SSTs, these SST errors result in a westward shift of tropical precipita-38

tion relative to observations, which has important implications for tropical and extra-39

tropical seasonal forecast skill through driving errors in remote atmospheric waves.40

1 Introduction41

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a key driver of seasonal climate across the42

globe, making it a primary focus for numerical modelling centres. However, most climate43

model simulations exhibit systematic ENSO errors (Bellenger et al., 2014), including a44

tendency to extend ENSO equatorial Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies45

(of either sign) too far westward, with a related westward shift in anomalous precipita-46

tion, and ENSO events that generally decay too slowly during late winter and spring fol-47

lowing their peak in the eastern equatorial Pacific. Most models also have mean biases48

in their tropical Pacific SSTs, such as a “cold tongue bias” where eastern equatorial Pa-49

cific climatological SSTs are colder than observed (Li & Xie, 2014), as well as errors in50

the trend of the equatorial zonal SST gradient (Seager et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2022; Sea-51

ger et al., 2022). These simulation errors have existed for many model generations, at52

least as early as CMIP3 (Joseph & Nigam, 2006) and continuing through CMIP6 (Capotondi53

et al., 2020; R. Chen et al., 2020; H.-C. Chen et al., 2021; Deser et al., 2018).54

Similar models are also used by operational centres to make seasonal climate pre-55

dictions, raising the possibility that these model errors also impact forecast skill. For ex-56

ample, while many seasonal forecast models show high skill predicting ENSO variations57

in the central Pacific (e.g. within the Niño3.4 region, L’Heureux et al., 2020), their skill58

for the remainder of the tropical Pacific is lower, especially in the western tropical Pa-59

cific (Imada et al., 2015; Newman & Sardeshmukh, 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Wu et al.,60

2022). Model predictions also have errors in their temporal evolution of ENSO events,61

e.g. during springtime, when models overpredict Niño3.4 SST tendencies (Tippett et al.,62
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2020), as well as tropical Pacific SST trend errors similar to those found in climate mod-63

els (L’Heureux et al., 2022). Such ENSO forecast errors will likely impact extratropical64

model skill, through inducing errors in Rossby wave propagation (see e.g. Figure A4 of65

Deser et al., 2018), so understanding them could lead to improvements in subseasonal-66

to-seasonal prediction.67

In this study, we investigate systematic ENSO forecast errors in eleven state-of-the-68

art operational prediction models, to diagnose how their development might relate to er-69

roneous climate model ENSO states. We identify ENSO-related tropical forecast errors70

by regressing them against the observed Niño3.4 index, characterising their spatial struc-71

ture and temporal evolution as a function of both forecast lead and seasonal cycle. The72

remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces details of the mod-73

els and our analysis methods. Our results, presented in Section 3, reveal that the error74

develops very rapidly and is strongly tied to the seasonal cycle, suggesting that climate75

model errors have a pronounced impact on seasonal forecasts. Some further implications76

are discussed in Section 4.77

2 Data and Methods78

We use multi-decade hindcasts from 11 different operational seasonal forecast mod-79

els (Johnson et al., 2019; Fröhlich et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2020; Gualdi et al., 2020; Molod80

et al., 2020; Delworth et al., 2020; MacLachlan et al., 2015; Batté et al., 2021; Saha et81

al., 2014; Hirahara et al., 2023, – see Table S1 for a detailed list). These models use ei-82

ther first-of-the-month initialisations or lagged ensembles, although we find the results83

largely insensitive to initialisation method. We focus on hindcasts made prior to and dur-84

ing the peak of ENSO, initialised from July–February. We use monthly mean SST, pre-85

cipitation and 10m zonal wind from all models and daily means (averaged to pentad val-86

ues) of these variables for models for which data was available to us (SEAS5, GCFS2.1,87

CanCM4i and SPS3.5). Ensemble means are used since our focus is on systematic ENSO88

errors.89

Hindcasts are verified against the ECMWF 5th generation reanalysis (ERA5, Hers-90

bach et al., 2020). Hindcasts are first bias-corrected by removing the lead-dependent seasonally-91

varying mean bias for each model (Figure S1 shows an example of biases for October ini-92

tialisation of DJF SST hindcasts). Multi-model ensemble means (hereafter MMM) are93

computed by averaging ensemble means from multiple models; for example, MMM fore-94

cast error variance is computed by determining the forecast error variance for each model’s95

hindcast dataset, then computing the mean of the hindcast variances. Analysis of indi-96

vidual models uses all available years, while MMM quantities use the common years (1994–2016),97

but results are essentially unchanged regardless.98

Free-running climate model ENSO errors (that is, those within long climate model99

simulations) are often determined by comparing model and observed regression patterns100

based on their respective Niño indices. To instead diagnose errors in model predictions101

of observed ENSO states, and to allow for clean comparison of these errors across fore-102

cast models, we define the “ENSO-related” error at each gridpoint from the regression103

of forecast errors (i.e. forecast minus verification) against the observed (i.e. verification)104

Niño3.4 indices, obtained from area-averaging the ERA5 SST anomaly within the region105

bounded by 170◦–120◦W, 5◦N–5◦S (Barnston et al., 1997):106

Forecast error ≡ yτf − yobs = mτN3.4, obs + ϵ (1)

where yτf is the forecast variable at lead time τ , yobs is the observed variable at the same107

verification time, mτ is the regression coefficient (the “ENSO-related error”), N3.4, obs108

is the observed Niño3.4 index and ϵ is the regression error. Note that this is the same109
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as taking the difference of the regression coefficients calculated by regressing the fore-110

cast and observed anomalies on the observed Niño3.4 index (mτ
f and mobs):111

yτf = mτ
f N3.4, obs + ϵf (2)

yobs = mobs N3.4, obs + ϵobs (3)

mτ = mτ
f −mobs (4)

Our main points are unchanged if ENSO is defined using either the Niño3 or Niño4112

indices, or by regressing against the Niño3.4 index of the initialisation, rather than ver-113

ification.114

To determine if the regressions are unduly influenced by individual ENSO events,115

given the limited length of hindcasts (between 23 and 36 years), we conduct a Monte Carlo116

test where 1000 artificial time series are created by randomly selecting the relevant num-117

ber of years from each hindcast set, with replacement. For example, with the 36 year hind-118

cast period of SEAS5, this yields 1000 time series of 36 years. Regressions are computed119

from each time series to create a distribution of regression coefficients, and then the ac-120

tual regression coefficient is labelled significant if it falls above or below the 97.5th or 2.5th121

percentile of this distribution, respectively.122

3 Results123

3.1 Monthly mean ENSO-related errors124

To first illustrate ENSO’s importance to forecast error, Figure 1 shows the MMM125

forecast error variance for DJF-seasonal mean hindcasts initialised in October, for SST126

and precipitation. Shading shows the percentage of error variance explained by the ob-127

served Niño3.4 index, calculated by correlating the model error (model minus observa-128

tions) with the observed Niño3.4 index, squaring it, then multiplying by 100. ENSO ex-129

plains between 10–20% or more of the SST forecast error variance in the equatorial strip130

spanning the Pacific Ocean. In the western equatorial Pacific, where hindcast error vari-131

ance is relatively high, ENSO explains almost half of the error variance (and greater than132

70% for some models; Figure S2), even though forecast error variance also includes loss133

of predictability due to initial condition uncertainty (e.g. Newman & Sardeshmukh, 2017)134

and potentially other sources of systematic error.135

Precipitation error variance has a maximum in the western tropical Pacific, with136

high values extending across the tropical Pacific north of the equator. ENSO explains137

slightly less error variance for precipitation than SST, with more spatial heterogeneity,138

but its impact still exceeds 40% in the western tropical Pacific (Figure S3 shows indi-139

vidual models). Overall, ENSO is strongly linked to both SST and precipitation errors140

throughout the tropical Pacific, particularly in the western equatorial Pacific, as well as141

to errors in remote ENSO-impacted regions including Peru and sub-Saharan Africa.142

ENSO-related SST errors across the 11 models for October-initialised DJF seasonal143

mean hindcasts share substantial commonalities that can be characterised in a few ways;144

four representative examples are shown in Figure 2 (all 11 models are shown in Figure145

S4), but the features shown in the MMM of these four (Figure 2e) are also seen in the146

11-models MMM (Figure 2f). Virtually all models show some positive west Pacific er-147

ror, indicative of a westward extension of the predicted (same sign) SST anomaly. [Note148

that positive regression values mean the error is in the same direction as the ENSO phase;149

i.e., errors are shaded for the El Niño phase, so for La Niña the sign is reversed.] Seven150

models have significant positive errors in the eastern tropical Pacific (e.g. CanCM4i, GEM5-151

NEMO, Figures 2b and c), consistent with model simulations that overestimate ENSO152

amplitude, which may also be related to seasonal cycle errors. Some models (e.g. SPEAR,153
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Figure 1. Shading shows the December-January-February MMM percentage of error variance

explained by the observed Niño3.4 index for (a) SST and (b) precipitation. Grey contours show

the variance of the model error in each variable (contours at [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, ... K2] for SST and [4,

8, 12, ... mm2 d−2] for precipitation).

GCFS2.1, CFSv2, Figures 2d and S4) have negative errors in the central–eastern Pacific,154

corresponding to underpredicted ENSO amplitudes there. Depending upon the precise155

longitudinal positioning of this error and the positive western Pacific error, the predicted156

ENSO SST anomaly is either shifted (rather than extended) westward or weakened. In157

the Indian Ocean, where El Niño typically drives a basin-wide warming during winter/spring158

(e.g. Alexander et al., 2002), the ENSO-related SST error more closely resembles the pos-159

itive phase of the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD, Saji et al., 1999), which is characterised160

by warmer SSTs in the western Indian Ocean and cooler SSTs in the eastern Indian Ocean,161

possibly due to ENSO’s westward shift.162

The ENSO-related precipitation hindcast error patterns are more consistent across163

models (Figures 3 and S5), generally showing a dipole structure with positive (negative)164

values in the western (central) tropical Pacific, indicating a westward shift of the typ-165

ical ENSO precipitation anomaly that is evident in the MMMs (Figures 3e and f). This166

westward shift (occurring for ENSO anomalies of either sign) might impact extratrop-167

ical seasonal forecast skill through inducing errors in Rossby wave propagation.168

Although ENSO-related errors are particularly notable in the tropical Pacific, the169

erroneous westward shift of precipitation could correspond to a shift in the Walker cir-170

culation leading to errors in other tropical regions. Significant ENSO-related precipita-171

tion errors over Africa, consistent across the models, are the reverse of the canonical El172

Niño response (negative precipitation anomalies over southern Africa/positive anoma-173

lies over eastern equatorial Africa). Most models also show negative ENSO-related pre-174

cipitation error over the Indian Ocean and consistent signals over parts of South Amer-175

ica and the tropical Atlantic.176

Similar error patterns are also obtained by instead determining warm-minus-cold177

composite errors based on Niño3.4, and comparing these to warm-plus-cold composite178

errors shows that the ENSO-related errors are mostly symmetric (equal and opposite)179

for ENSO phase (Figures S6 and S7). This linear relationship is also seen by plotting180

Niño3.4 against the hindcast errors within both the west and east Pacific (boxes on Fig-181

ures 2f and 3f; Figure S8).182
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Figure 2. December-January-February ENSO-related SST error for forecasts initialised in

October for (a–d) four representative seasonal forecast models, (e) the multi-model mean of these

four models and (f) the multi-model mean of all 11 models. Stippling indicates significance based

on 1000 Monte Carlo samples (see Section 2). Maps for all individual models are in Figure S5.

Boxes on (f) are used in subsequent analysis.
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Figure 3. December-January-February ENSO-related precipitation error for forecasts ini-

tialised in October for (a–d) four representative seasonal forecast models, (e) the multi-model

mean of these four models and (f) the multi-model mean of all 11 models. Stippling indicates

significance based on 1000 Monte Carlo samples (see Section 2). Maps for all individual models

are in Figure S6. Boxes on (f) are used in subsequent analysis.
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We next show how the ENSO-related errors for SST and precipitation vary primar-183

ily by verification month, with a weaker dependence upon lead time. In Figure 4a–d, ENSO-184

related errors for the west and east Pacific boxes are shown as a function of forecast lead185

time (colours), with each symbol indicating a different initialisation month. The vari-186

ability of ENSO-related SST errors across individual models is shown with the grey dots.187

For SST (Figures 4a and 4b) the ENSO-related error in the west Pacific peaks around188

September/October and January/February (soon after the typical ENSO event peak -189

though some individual models peak in April), while the east Pacific error peaks in April,190

consistent with model-simulated ENSO events decaying too slowly in spring. Note that191

while there is a relatively large spread for the individual models, the late winter/spring192

behaviour of the east Pacific SST error is qualitatively consistent across virtually all the193

models. Also, while seasonality impacts both the regression and Niño3.4 amplitudes, the194

Niño3.4 index explains roughly 20–40% of the SST error variance in the West Pacific and195

20–30% in the East Pacific every month (Figure S9).196

The seasonal dependence of the ENSO-related precipitation errors (Figures 4c and197

4d) is even more apparent, with MMM errors peaking in February–April. Note that both198

regions move together through winter, so that the ENSO-related error in the precipita-199

tion dipole (i.e., the westward shift of predicted anomalous precipitation in Figure 3) in-200

tensifies through February. Variance explained is slightly lower than for SST, but still201

10–20% in the West Pacific and 20–30% in the East Pacific, declining towards the spring202

(Figure S9).203

Also noteworthy is that the ENSO-related error magnitude depends primarily on204

verification month, although there is some intensification with lead time (Figure 4a–d),205

particularly for east Pacific SST and west Pacific precipitation, where the ENSO-related206

error has similar amplitude for a range of lead times for a given verification month; con-207

versely, simulations with the same lead time but different verification month have rel-208

atively large range. For example, the western Pacific ENSO-related precipitation error209

for one-month lead (red symbols on Figure 4c) varies between 0–1.25mmd−1 K−1. This210

is similar to the results of Barnston et al. (2019), who showed that NMME skill for the211

Niño3.4 index is lower for certain “target months” than others.212

More generally, the patterns of ENSO-related error are more dependent upon ver-213

ification month than lead time. For example, the pattern of the ENSO-related error for214

hindcasts verifying in February is very similar whether the hindcasts are initialised in215

October or December. This is also true for hindcasts verifying in other months. In con-216

trast, error patterns of hindcasts initialised in different months but with the same lead217

time are quite dissimilar. While this is evident from visual inspection of the individual218

ENSO-related error patterns for SST and precipitation (Figures S10 and S11), we quan-219

tify it by computing pattern correlations between all error patterns (for different veri-220

fication months and leads, for SST and precipitation) and a specified verification base221

month at 0-month lead. The average of these pattern correlations for four different base222

months (November–February), shown in Figures 4e and 4f, shows a pronounced max-223

imum along the diagonal from lower-left to upper-right, indicating that the patterns of224

ENSO-related error for the same verification month are similar for any lead time. In con-225

trast, error patterns for hindcasts with similar lead times but different verification months226

are less similar, indicated by the smaller correlation values in the columns/rows of Fig-227

ures 4e and 4f. However, correlation values off the diagonal do not decrease as readily228

for SST as they do for precipitation, as the spatial patterns of ENSO-related SST error229

show some dependence upon lead time.230

3.2 Pentad-averaged ENSO-related errors231

We now examine how the ENSO-related errors evolve on a sub-monthly timescale.232

Figure 5 shows Hovmöller diagrams of the evolution of pentad-averaged ENSO-related233
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Figure 4. MMM ENSO-related error for (a), (b) SST and (c), (d) precipitation averaged over

(a), (c) the West Pacific and (b), (d) the East Pacific regions shown in Figures 2f and 3f; note

these are slightly different for SST and precipitation. Different colours represent different lead

times (Month 0 being the first month of the hindcast); different symbols represent different ini-

tialisation months. Grey dots indicate individual model simulations. (e) and (f) show the pattern

correlations for tropical ENSO-related SST and precipitation errors averaged for four different

base months as a function of lead time and initialisation (see text).
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error for SEAS5 hindcasts (October–January initialisations), for SST (contours), pre-234

cipitation (shading) and 10m zonal wind (vectors - non-significant vectors are grey), av-235

eraged between 5◦N–5◦S for longitudes extending from the Maritime Continent to South236

America. Results for other forecast models are in Figures S12–S14; these have differences237

in detail consistent with the results discussed earlier, but all share the same basic ele-238

ments: a rapid initial development of ENSO-related errors and a strong seasonal mod-239

ulation of those errors.240

For all four SEAS5 initialisations, statistically significant ENSO-related errors de-241

velop within the first hindcast pentad (i.e. Days 1–5 mean), generally starting with er-242

rors in SST and 10m zonal wind in the western-central equatorial Pacific persisting in243

sign, if not always amplitude, throughout the hindcast. The positive west Pacific SST244

error amplifies more rapidly in the October initialisations in SEAS5 and SPS3.5, but is245

similar across all initialisations for GCFS2.1 and CanCM4i (Figure S15). The positive246

western tropical Pacific wind error corresponds to an easterly error for an El Niño event,247

implying a too-weak westerly wind anomaly and correspondingly weakened Bjerknes feed-248

back, consistent with the positive west Pacific ENSO-related SST error. Westerly errors249

over the Maritime Continent result in an area of anomalous convergence leading to sig-250

nificant positive ENSO-related precipitation error over the western tropical Pacific. In251

addition, during late spring the positive ENSO-related SST error in the east Pacific in-252

tensifies before rapidly changing sign in mid-May (also seen in other models; Figures S12–253

S14). This is consistent with models overpredicting the springtime Niño3.4 SST tendency254

(or “excessive momentum”) found by Tippett et al. (2020), suggesting that ENSO cli-255

mate model error may be responsible for their result.256

Error seasonality is also apparent when comparing these four initialisations. For257

example, the positive eastern Pacific ENSO-related SST error takes nearly four months258

to develop from the October initialisation, yet is visible only a few weeks after the Jan-259

uary initialisation. The significant western Pacific ENSO-related precipitation error first260

appears around March for all four initialisation times and peaks at almost the same late-261

April date, along with the easterly 10m wind error near the dateline. This is also true262

for west Pacific ENSO-related SST error for the other three models (Figure S15). This263

further emphasises the dependence of the ENSO-related error on the seasonal cycle, more264

than on lead time.265

4 Summary and conclusions266

Although ENSO is a key source of tropical and extratropical seasonal forecast skill,267

large systematic errors in its prediction remain, including a westward extension/shift of268

ENSO anomalies towards the western tropical Pacific and a too-slow decay of ENSO events,269

both of which were identified in the bias-corrected hindcasts in this study. These fore-270

cast errors develop rapidly, evolving to primarily depend upon the seasonal cycle, rather271

than lead time, after only about 1–2 months. This result is consistent with the view that272

the ENSO forecast anomalies transition quickly from nature’s attractor to the climate273

model attractor and consequently the ENSO-related forecast error approaches the free-274

running climate model error (see Section 2). Both ENSO forecasts and their errors in275

initialised seasonal forecast systems may then be largely understood through investiga-276

tion of the uninitialised model space (e.g. Ding et al., 2018).277

While it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about the origin of these errors, some278

of our results suggest they occur first in the near-surface winds, which subsequently in-279

fluence SST errors. This is slightly more obvious for GCFS2.1 and SPS3.5 (Figures S12280

and S14), and when using daily rather than pentad averages (not shown). Note also that281

the initial development of the ENSO-related error occurs within days after forecast ini-282

tialisation, while the model and observed mean states are still reasonably close. Initial-283

isation shock could also be a contributing factor. To examine these questions further may284
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require analysis of 6-hourly forecast data from more frequently issued hindcasts than used285

here.286

ENSO has strong extratropical teleconnections via Rossby wave excitation driven287

by anomalous tropical divergence (Sardeshmukh & Hoskins, 1988), so the systematic er-288

ror in ENSO precipitation anomalies should be expected to impact extratropical seasonal289

forecast skill, although errors in the propagation pathway (e.g. the upper-level jet) can290

also contribute (Garfinkel et al., 2022; Williams et al., 2023). Complicating matters fur-291

ther is that ENSO’s observed impact on the extratropics has a multivariate spatiotem-292

poral dependence (e.g. Zhao et al., 2021), partly due to ENSO diversity (Capotondi et293

al., 2020), which also may not be entirely constrained by the limited observational record294

(e.g. Deser et al., 2018). Evaluating and diagnosing how ENSO’s systematic errors im-295

pact extratropical skill will be the topic of a follow-up study.296

5 Open Research297

Monthly Copernicus seasonal forecast model data are available at298

https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.68dd14c3 and daily Copernicus seasonal forecast model data299

are available at https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.181d637e. ERA5 data can be downloaded300

at https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.f17050d7. NASA GEOS-S2S and GFDL-SPEAR hind-301

casts can be downloaded at302

http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.Models/.NMME/.NASA-GEOSS2S/.HINDCAST/.MONTHLY/303

and http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.Models/.NMME/.GFDL-SPEAR/.HINDCAST/.MONTHLY/,304

respectively.305
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